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About This Game

Ritter is a knight, whose purpose is moving along the walls of the castle to destroy enemy soldiers and collect honor medals at
the same time. The hero has only five minutes to gain the most medals and to defeat as many warriors as possible. In addition to
the danger of being defeated, the hero risks falling into the abyss and losing accumulated honor points. The hero is armed with a
long two-handed sword and is able to jump high. And enemies can both strike with a sword and shoot from a crossbow, trying to

throw a brave knight into the abyss.
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This is the first game I ever played when I purchased my VIVE, and I can honestly say that opening my eyes in that tower for
the first time made all the stress and hassle of setting up VR worth it.

This is a MUST play!. Good game if you are bored but I don't think it's worth the 3$ but still a nice game

Pros:
-Cute donuts or whatever xD
-nice graphics
-online

Cons:
-Not many gamemodes

. Super meat boyish platformer with some unique mechanics and objectives n\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
Has multiplayer too.
Will make you use your brain. 6\/10. Short but sweet is how I recommend this game. It may not look fancy and has a small
resolution but the game is just awesome for a Point and Click adventure. Not hard by any means.. Funny time-killer, reminds
me of 2048. Thats probably why it doesn't really matter how little variation it has, it can keep you busy for a couple hours in
total nonetheless. The controls are pretty bad. The music doesn't really fit the game, but is really nice.. I loved the original
version of this game. But Ubisoft has gone and screwed up another one of their IPs. This game took everything fun about the
original, and took it out. Then just added bad acting, glitchy gameplay, and zero replay value. Skip this one for sure. 2/10. I've
beaten this game 3 times already, and each time the combat continues to suprise and delight me. I love the sound track,
animations, and quirky little things to discover. Last playthrough I even found the illuminati. <3

Highly recomend!
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9/10, I would give 10/10 if there are nude scenes. Edgy oc doing edgy stuff, if that sound cool to you, than i recommend reading
some silly creepypasta about killer horse, and not buying this game.. This game has no map, no difficulty, no real story, and no
ending.

There are only a few types of enemies, and the most common ones you fight throughout the entire game can be defeated by
crouching so their bullets move over you. I never took any health damage except at the start of the game before you get the
upgrade to negate fall damage.

The game claims to be a metroidvania game, but in truth it's completely linear. The optional areas- which contain nothing except
suit energy you don't need- only serve to make you waste time walking back and forth.

Basically, the entire game is fighting trivial enemies that are no threat, doing annoying platforming, and then the game abruptly
ends before anything interesting happens.

The game's "ending" is an anticlimax that felt like the developer just got bored of the game and decided to end it half way
through.

=========== SPOILERS BELOW ================

Yes, we all know that video game protagonists always manage to heroicly save the day despite a single person defeating hoardes
of enemies being completely implausible. There's a reason that games are like that. "Ending" the game by having your character
walk into a room and then die through some ambiguous explosion or earthquake or a ship falling on you or whatever that was
isn't some novel idea. It's just an annoying anticlimax that makes the game feel incomplete.. Completely pointless, but amusing
and super easy. You eat everything around you that isn't a bomb, collect coins, and upgrade your stats as you go along. That's it.
This is an okay game if you're exceptionally bored, like I was when I bought it.. only play it for the bobs and vagene. A great
opportunity squandered! This game could have been great fun if you bound somebody you utterly dispise to a chair and force
them to play this non-stop for several hours. Unfortunately the law doesn't allow one to carry out such reprisals so this
masterpiece of a game will never reach its full potential. I suppose it could be used against enemies of the state to extract
confessions. The spanish inquisition would have loved this back in the day. See, even the target audience have all been dead over
500 years.. Amazing Concept. graphics are really nice. music and everything,

a hell of allot of fun to play. 8\/10
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